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A Brief Introduction to Criminal Law
New York Times Bestseller Named one of the Best
Books of the Year by the Seattle Times The Last Kind
Words Saloon marks the triumphant return of Larry
McMurtry to the nineteenth-century West of his
classic Lonesome Dove. In this "comically subversive
work of fiction" (Joyce Carol Oates, New York Review
of Books), Larry McMurtry chronicles the closing of the
American frontier through the travails of two of its
most immortal figures, Wyatt Earp and Doc Holliday.
Tracing their legendary friendship from the
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settlement of Long Grass, Texas, to Buffalo Bill's Wild
West Show in Denver, and finally to Tombstone,
Arizona, The Last Kind Words Saloon finds Wyatt and
Doc living out the last days of a cowboy lifestyle that
is already passing into history. In his stark and
peerless prose McMurtry writes of the myths and men
that live on even as the storied West that forged them
disappears. Hailed by critics and embraced by
readers, The Last Kind Words Saloon celebrates the
genius of one of our most original American writers.

A Higher Call
The perfect gift for fans of The Big Lebowski, Jeff
Bridges's "The Dude", and anyone who could use
more Zen in their lives. Zen Master Bernie Glassman
compares Jeff Bridges’s iconic role in The Big
Lebowski to a Lamed-Vavnik: one of the men in Jewish
mysticism who are “simple and unassuming,” and “so
good that on account of them God lets the world go
on.” Jeff puts it another way. “The wonderful thing
about the Dude is that he’d always rather hug it out
than slug it out.” For more than a decade, Academy
Award-winning actor Jeff Bridges and his Buddhist
teacher, renowned Roshi Bernie Glassman, have been
close friends. Inspiring and often hilarious, The Dude
and the Zen Master captures their freewheeling
dialogue and remarkable humanism in a book that
reminds us of the importance of doing good in a
difficult world.

Silver Shadows
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This entry in a brand new line of sports biographies
from Matt Christopher takes readers onto the field
with a soccer legend Mia Hamm's speed, aggressive
play, and ability to "read the field" helped her become
the best women's soccer player in the world. Her
stellar performance as a college, World Cup, and
Olympic champion made her a sports hero, and her
story will inspire a new generation of young athletes.
This comprehensive biography - with bonus photos
and infographics - gives readers an up-close look at
one of America's greatest soccer stars.

The Last Kind Words Saloon: A Novel
As serialized in the New Yorker, a roiling, behind-thescenes look at the high-pressure race to turn around
Newark's failing schools, with Facebook's Mark
Zuckerberg, Governor Chris Christie, and Senator
Cory Booker in eyebrow-raising leading roles

The Prize
Ruminations on Twentysomething Life
My name is Tucker Max, and I am an asshole. I get
excessively drunk at inappropriate times, disregard
social norms, indulge every whim, ignore the
consequences of my actions, mock idiots and posers,
sleep with more women than is safe or reasonable,
and just generally act like a raging dickhead. But, I do
contribute to humanity in one very important way: I
share my adventures with the world. --from the
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Introduction Actual reader feedback: "I am completely
baffled as to how you can congratulate yourself for
being a womanizer and a raging drunk, or think
anyone cares about an idiot like you. Do you really
think that exploiting the insecurities of others while
getting wasted is a legitimate thing to offer?" "Thank
you, thank you, thank you--for sharing with us your
wonderful tales of drunken revelry, for teaching me
what it means to be a man, for just existing so I know
that there is another option; I too can say 'screw the
system' and be myself and have fun. My life truly
began when I finished reading your stories. Now,
when faced with a quandary about what course of
action I should take, I just ask myself, 'What Would
Tucker Do?'--and I do it, and I am a better man for it."
"I find it truly appalling that there are people in the
world like you. You are a disgusting, vile, repulsive,
repugnant, foul creature. Because of you, I don't
believe in God anymore. No just God would allow
someone like you to exist." "I'll stay with God as my
lord, but you are my savior. I just finished reading
your brilliant stories, and I laughed so hard I almost
vomited. I want to bring that kind of joy to people.
You're an artist of the highest order and a true
humanitarian to boot. I'm in both shock and awe at
how much I want to be you." "You are the coolest
person I can even imagine existing. If you slept with
my girlfriend, it'd make me love her more."

Reinforced Concrete
Total Frat Move
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The revolution in sorority recruitment has begun. The
authors of I HEART RECRUITMENT use an honest
approach to educating sorority members about valuesbased, dynamic recruitment. This book is a must read
for sorority leaders, student life professionals,
advisors, new members, International staffs, and
anyone who understands the importance of sorority
life. For more information, visit www.PhiredUp.com.

Move
Shares the stories of six people who experienced
traumatic events, from a woman who became a
health advocate after losing 340 pounds to a hero
who saved a burn victim on September 11th, only to
discover that two family members had died in the
tragedy.

Kinsey and Me
The author highlights the worst aspects of college life,
focusing on hazing and binge drinking and the
tragedies that have resulted, and challenging the
college administrators who continue to allow it to go
on. Reprint.

Electromagnetism and Life
THE MICHIGAN BOOK
IS THERE LIFE AFTER COLLEGE? In this sidesplitting
follow-up to his smash hit, Ruminations on College
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Life, Aaron Karo takes readers on another outrageous
journey -- this time through his early twenties. With
hilarious anecdotes and irreverent observations, Karo
captures the twentysomething experience like never
before and answers the question, "Is there life after
college?" Featuring the very best of his worldrenowned email column as well as brand-new
material published here for the first time, Ruminations
on Twentysomething Life details Karo's evolution from
frat boy to manhood and explores the frenzied lives of
a generation living in the strange and unique gap
between college and marriage. With his trademark
acerbic wit, Karo ruminates on everything from your
first day on the job to the last call at the bar. Perfect
for students about to get their first dose of reality,
twentysomethings procrastinating at work, or anyone
who wants to relive their glory days, this book is sure
to have readers laughing out loud and nodding their
heads in agreement that there is indeed life after
college.

I Hope They Serve Beer In Hell
" Sydney Sage is an Alchemist, one of a group of
humans who dabble in magic and serve to bridge the
worlds of humans and vampires. Now in the aftermath
of an event that ripped their world apart, Sydney and
Adrian struggle to pick up the pieces and find their
way back to each other. But first, they have to
survive"--

UTEP
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The Husband List
This entry in a brand new line of sports biographies
from Matt Christopher takes readers onto the field
with a beloved quarterback Drew Brees grew up in a
family of athletes, and overcame injuries and
setbacks to become one of today's best quarterbacks.
This comprehensive biography - complete with photos
and fun infographics - shows how Drew Brees went
from being a flag football player to Super Bowl MVP
and modern legend, and is sure to appeal to legions
of football fans.

Fratire 2
In 1982, Sue Grafton introduced Kinsey Millhone.
Today, Kinsey is an icon of detective fiction and her
creator is at the top of her form. This collection is both
a look at Sue Grafton’s own early life in the guise of
the character Kit Blue, and a fascinating glimpse of
Kinsey Millhone in nine tales featuring “the spunkiest,
funniest, and most engaging private investigator [in]
the entire detective novel genre.”—Entertainment
Weekly

Great Americans in Sports: Mia Hamm
Dramatized history of the Negro in the United States.

Twelve Years a Slave
The Dude and the Zen Master
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"Tommy Turner has been married for ten years to
Ellen, and he is quietly settled in a teaching job at Mid
Western University. This is the week end of the
Michigan game and Joe Ferguson, the greatest
football hero Mid Western has ever had, comes to
town and sees Ellen, his old sweetheart. In addition,
Tommy is drawn into a controversy when a young
intellectual writes an article in which he calls the
board of trustees fascists. Tommy wants to read a
letter to his composition class written by Vanzetti and
is about to join the ranks of the martyrs who have
been fired because the trustees are shouting "Red!"
Ellen tries to dissuade Tommy from reading the letter
and he tells her to go with Joe and leave him to his
books and his principles. Eventually Tommy
challenges Joe to fisticuffs after he has fortified
himself with the proper courage. He steadfastly
maintains his right to read the letter and to teach the
young to think. Ellen sees him as pretty good example
of the male animal and stands up with
him"--Publisher's website.

Dirty Rush
Based on the family from the bestselling Love in a
Nutshell, the story of an heiress longing to marry for
love or not at all From The New York Times bestselling
writing duo Janet Evanovich and Dorien Kelly, comes
the story of a young woman's search for true love.
Caroline Maxwell would like nothing more than to join
her brother, Eddie, and his friend, Jack Culhane, on
their adventures. While Jack and Eddie are off seeing
the world, buying up businesses and building wildly
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successful careers, Caroline's stuck at home
frightening off the men her mother hopes will ask for
her hand in marriage. When her mother sets her
sights on the questionable Lord Bremerton as a
possible suitor, Caroline struggles with her instincts
and the true nature of her heart. She longs for
adventure, passion, love, and most of all . . . Jack
Culhane, an unconventional Irish-American bachelor
with new money and no title. A completely
unacceptable suitor in the eyes of Caroline's mother.
But Caroline's dark hair, brilliant eyes and quick wit
have Jack understanding just why it is people fall in
love and get married. Set in New York City in 1894,
The Husband List is an American gilded age romantic
mystery. It evokes memories of the lavish lifestyles
and social expectations of the Vanderbilts and
Rockefellers—a time when new money from the
Americas married Old World social prestige and
privilege. Dresses by Worth, transcontinental ocean
voyages, lavish parties, a little intrigue, and a lot of
romance await in, The Husband List.

Business English
In this shockingly true-to-life novel written by an allstar team of Internet phenoms from the Total Frat
Move generation, you’ll get the first true glimpse of
“real” sorority life in all its f**ked up glory. Dirty Rush
by Taylor Bell is what happens when you take the
creative minds behind Babe Walker (author of the
New York Times bestselling White Girl Problems
series) and add Rebecca Martinson to the mix.
Rebecca Martinson—yes, that bitch—the former Delta
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Gamma sister responsible for the scathing, expletivefilled email that verbally assaulted her entire chapter
for being “so f**king boring” at social functions, and
threatened to “c*nt punt” every last one of them if
their behavior didn’t shape up. Dirty Rush is a noholds-barred look at what really happens when you
“go Greek.” Taylor Bell comes from a long line of Beta
Zeta sorority sisters, who all expect her to pledge
upon starting at the university. But Taylor has other
plans: she’s determined to give her family the
proverbial middle finger and destroy the rich tradition
they hold so dear by eschewing sorority life
altogether. However, Taylor’s resolve soon melts
when she falls in with a group of hilarious, ultra-saucy
girls, who introduce her to all things Greek and soften
her to the idea of joining. Resigned to the fate the
Greek gods have dealt her, Taylor pledges Beta Zeta
and embarks on a collegiate career filled with the kind
of carousing sure to make any sorority sister proud.
Soon, Taylor’s experience as a BZ starts to feel like a
jacked-up, drug-infused, and X-rated fairy
tale—especially when reality comes crashing down
and a rather lewd sex tape is leaked. The girl in the
video looks a lot like Taylor. Has Taylor gone off the
deep end? Or is someone trying to frame her? Unless
she can prove her innocence and re-ingratiate herself
with the sisters who’ve accused her of leaking the
video in a Kim Kardashian–style bid for attention,
Taylor is at risk of losing everything she’s fought
(partied) so hard for.

Ten Years Later
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Now reflecting the new 2008 ACI 318-08 Code and the
new International Building Code (IBC-2006), this
cutting-edge text has been extensively revised to
present state-of-the-art developments in reinforced
concrete. The text analyzes the design of reinforced
concrete members through a unique and practical
step-by-step trial and adjustment procedure. It is
supplemented with flowcharts that guide readers
logically through key features and underlying theory.
Hundreds of photos of tests to failure of concrete
elements help readers visualize this behavior. Ideal
for practicing engineers who need to contend with the
new revisions of the ACI, IBC, and AASHTO Codes.

A History of Tennessee Wesleyan College
Out of a house called Big Pink came music that
remains as seductive and baffling today as it was over
thirty years ago. ‘Marcus’s contention is that there
can be found in American folk a community as deep,
as electric, as perverse and as conflicted as all
America, and that the songs Dylan recorded out of the
public eye, in a basement in Woodstock with the
group who would later become The Band, are where
that community as a whole gets to speak . . . Books
this good should be burnt’ Mark Sinker, Wire ‘We owe
God a death, and Greil Marcus owed all God’s children
a lifework on Bob Dylan. And here it is, one heaven of
a book . . . what Marcus brings to these songs is a
variety of good things: fierce fervour, social
convictions, a loving discrimination, never a touch of
envy and an extraordinary ability to evoke in words
the very feel (throaty, threatening, thorough, thick
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with thought) of a man’s voice, of this man’s voice’
Christopher Ricks, Guardian ‘You will want to read its
most provoking parts over and over and chances are,
twenty years from now, it will stand as one of the
classics of American criticism’ Mikal Gilmore,
Observer ‘A rare ability to describe the genesis of a
song and make it sound better than any song you
have ever heard’ Tim Adams, Times Literary
Supplement

Visits to Monasteries in the Levant
Intended for an undergraduate criminal law course
within a criminal justice program, A Brief Introduction
to Criminal Law, Second Edition provides a gentle
introduction to the subject ideal for students that do
not intend to pursue law school. The principles of
criminal law are explained step-by-step with a focus
on the professional applications of legal principles
within the criminal justice system. The second edition
contains more and updated case studies, additional
coverage of consitutional law and terrorism, and
enhanced figures and tables. Written in a
conversational tone, A Brief Introduction to Criminal
Law, Second Edition is the ideal resource for
undergraduate students taking a criminal law course.

The Alphabet of Manliness
Babies push up, scoot, climb stairs, and bounce,
depicting the many ways they can move.

The Male Animal
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Total Frat Move
A completely revised and updated values-based guide
to navigating the first year of college that speaks to
college students in their own language and offers
practical tools that readers need to keep from
drinking, sleeping, or skipping their way out of
college. In the four years since its initial publication,
THE FRESHMAN SURVIVAL GUIDE has helped
thousands of first year students make a successful
transition to college life. However, much has changed
on campuses. The explosion of technology, ubiquity of
social media, and culture changes have all added new
layers of complexity to the leap from high school to
college. THE FRESHMAN SURVIVAL GUIDE's updated
edition features new research and advice on issues
such as mental health, sexual assault, and finding
balance. It also features expanded sections on dating,
money management, and an increased focus on how
the over 1.5 million incoming freshman can prepare
themselves for the biggest change they've
encountered in their lives: heading off to college.

Wrongs of Passage
The Shanty Book
THE NEW YORK TIMES BEST-SELLER Put simply, it's
time for a national update on college fraternities.
Greek life today makes Animal House look like a Pixar
movie. The amount of alcohol that is being consumed,
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promiscuous sex that is being enjoyed, and intense
drug-induced raging that is taking place on campuses
across the country has quietly reached ridiculous new
heights. Written with the goal of being the most fun
you've ever had reading a book, TOTAL FRAT MOVE
pulls back the curtain on this world of hard-partying
American decadence. The stories are unabashed.
They are hilarious. And they are going to blow you
away. You're welcome, world.

In White America
This informative and widely-used text is now available
in a third edition. Building on the success of previous
editions, it continues to provide a clear and accessible
introduction to the complexities of political ideologies.
The latest edition of Political Ideologies: introduces
and considers the future of all the most widely studied
ideologies: liberalism; conservatism; socialism;
democracy; nationalism; fascism; ecologism and
feminism sets each ideology clearly within its
historical and political context includes a new final
chapter that examines the impact of recent
theoretical developments of ideologies and charts the
challenges that they face in the twenty-first century
has been fully revised and up-dated and provides an
annotated guide for further reading.

Dynamics of Bases and Foundations
Hoda
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Presents a new collection of alcohol-induced "fratire"
adventures in hedonism that convey the author's
experiences of being intoxicated at inappropriate
times, seducing a large number of women, and
otherwise living in complete disregard of social
norms.

Great Americans in Sports: Drew Brees
For 10 years (and counting), The Naked Roommate
has been the #1 go-to guide for your very best
college experience! From sharing a bathroom with 40
strangers to sharing lecture notes, The Naked
Roommate is your behind-the-scenes look at
EVERYTHING you need to know about college (but
never knew you needed to know). This essential, fully
updated edition is packed with real-life advice on
everything from making friends to managing stress.
Hilarious, outrageous, and telling stories from
students on over 100 college campuses cover the
basics, and then some, including topics on College
Living •Dorm dos, don'ts, and dramas •Lying, noisy,
nasty roommates Finding People, Places, & Patience
•Social network dos and don'ts •Friend today, gone
tomorrow Classes •To go or not to go? •How to get an
A, C, or F Dating •17 kinds of college hookups •Long
distance = BIG concerns The Party Scene •The punch
in the "fruit punch" •Sex, drugs, and safety first
Money •Grants, loans, and loose change •Credit cards
and campus jobs In college, there's a surprise around
every corner. Luckily, The Naked Roommate has you
covered!
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Assholes Finish First
This updated edition provides clear, concise
instruction on every form of business writing, from
traditional business letters, reports, and memos to
email and other electronic communications. The
author emphasizes that effective business English
begins with mastering grammar and sentence
structure, and presents a brush-up review of grammar
and correct English usage. She also advises on
achieving an appropriate business style that conveys
the writer’s message succinctly without resorting to
stilted, overly formal language or meaningless jargon.
This book is perfect for the modern businessman
since it’s been updated for today’s web-based world.
Includes excellent examples of model business
letters, rÃ©sumÃ©s, employment letters, interoffice
memos, news releases, and business reports.
Additional features include exercises with answers
and essential advice for job interviews.

Political Ideologies
Tells the true story of two World War II airmen, one
American and one German, who put aside the conflict
and helped each other to safety in the wake of a
damaged aircraft and describes their meeting again
47 years later. 35,000 first printing.

I Heart Recruitment
She's just like the rest of us. But she's something
different, too. Hoda Kotb grew up in two cultures--one
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where summers meant playing at the foot of the
ancient pyramids and another where she had to meet
her junior prom date at the local 7-Eleven to spare
them both the wrath of her conservative Egyptian
parents. She's traveled the globe for network
television, smuggling videotapes in her shoes and
stepping along roads riddled with land mines. She's
weathered the devastation of Hurricane Katrina, and a
personal Category 5 as well: divorce and breast
cancer in the same year. And if that's not scary
enough, she then began cohosting the fourth hour of
Today with Kathie Lee Gifford. Her story reads just
like Hoda--light, funny, positive, and
inspiring.--Frompublisher description.

The Domesticated Drug
Now a major motion picture nominated for nine
Academy Awards. Narrative of Solomon Northup, a
Citizen of New-York, Kidnapped in Washington City in
1841, and Rescued in 1853. Twelve Years a Slave by
Solomon Northup is a memoir of a black man who was
born free in New York state but kidnapped, sold into
slavery and kept in bondage for 12 years in Louisiana
before the American Civil War. He provided details of
slave markets in Washington, DC, as well as
describing at length cotton cultivation on major
plantations in Louisiana.

Invisible Republic
The environment is now thoroughly polluted by manmade sources of electromagnetic radiation with
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frequencies and magnitudes never before present.
Man's activities have probably changed the earth's
electromagnetic background to a greater degree than
they have changed any other natural physical
attribute of the earth. The evidence now indicates
that the present abnormal electromagnetic
environment constitutes a significant health risk.
There are also positive aspects of the relationship
between electromagnetism and life. Clinical uses of
electromagnetic energy are increasing and promise to
expand into important areas in the near future. This
book synthesizes the various aspects of the role of
electricity in biology.

The Naked Roommate
Put simply, it's time for a national update on college
fraternities. Greek life today makes Animal House look
like a Pixar movie. The amount of alcohol that is being
consumed, promiscuous sex that is being enjoyed,
and intense drug-induced raging that is taking place
on campuses across the country has quietly reached
ridiculous new heights. Written with the goal of being
the most fun you've ever had reading a book, Total
Frat Move pulls back the curtain on this world of hardpartying American decadence. The stories are
unabashed. They are hilarious. And they are going to
blow you away. You're welcome, world.

The Freshman Survival Guide
College may have been the last playground, but it
was an adult playground consumed by the adult
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themes of lies, sex, drugs, and violence. In part two of
FRATIRE, Darren Bryce reveals the darker side of the
college experience by taking readers even deeper
into The Scene and its shadowy nightlife world of
seduction and power where appearance and
perception matter more than anything else. Bryce
also explores a ruthless Greek Life system where he
and his fraternity brothers are willing to hurt and
demoralize anyone who stands in the way of their
social status ascension. Stories include:
discrimination, nightclubs, one-night stands, power
politics, violent behavior, infidelity, hazing, keggers,
and the lewdest of drunken humor. This is the brutally
true story of what really happens at party colleges in
America.
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